
PROTOCOL FOR CASE WORK AND STEPS TO TAKE

1.Before calling Animal Control in the area, research laws for that specific state, county and city.

2. Get as much information as possible on the chained/penned/abandoned dog. Clear photos are a 
must and help everyone involved to know what we are working with. A dog in distress can look 
very different to different people. 
  -Address, Photos, Sick?, Food/Water?, Underweight?, Chained/Penned/Abandoned?

3. Make a call to local AC/Humane Society first! Very important. Do not post anything without 
firsthand information. If you haven't spoken to them yourself, do not post!
  -Report dog
  -Ask for case number. If they don’t give one, assign a DDB case number to them as a reference. The 
case number, if not provided by them, will be DDB and the date. i.e. DDB216. If more for that day, use 
DDB216A, etc.

With every call to Animal Control, rescues, Humane Society, etc., the objective is to form a positive 
relationship promoting DDB each time, by offering to help these dogs. Each call must include that you 
are calling from Dogs Deserve Better.

4. Enter information into Google document properly, with address, case number, all information 
on the dog, date and time it was reported.

5. Depending on time the case was reported, call the following morning for an update. If the case 
was reported in the morning, call in the afternoon for an update.

6. If follow up report states that the dog is fine, but pictures and current laws prove otherwise, 
then TIME TO POST!

7. GOING LIVE
  -Post write up on the conditions of the dog with pictures.
  -Post AC/Humane Society phone number and email.
  -Post case number for that particular dog.
  -NEVER give an address of where dog is located.
  -NEVER give home or personal/office phone numbers. Only post numbers of AC officials and local     
Humane Society/rescues IF they are involved but will not assist.
  -Schedule post 6 hours ahead and notify AC, etc. that you are posting.
  -Follow up and respond to all posts needing a response.

8. Always follow up to see if the dog was removed from the residence within 24 hours of post.

9. Post follow up news when appropriate (which will vary from case to case).

10.All requests for help that come through DDB (email, phone, website, social media) MUST follow 
these exact guidelines, especially when it comes to posting numbers and street addresses, 
regardless of where it is posted (including personal FB page). 

KINDNESS, PATIENCE, AND STAYING CALM AND COOL ARE THE KEY NO MATTER HOW 
DIFFICULT THE PERSON ON THE OTHER END OF THE LINE MIGHT BECOME. With that said, 
calmly let them know what is about to happen if something is not done for the dog (i.e. posting on 
Facebook where we have over a million followers who are passionate and vocal about dogs who 
are chained, penned, abused and neglected) and that their phone and email will blow up with 
active and concerned people.


